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The main reason why the name of Isaiah Berlin is well known by the most of 
Chinese scholars is that Isaiah Berlin ever knowledgeably distinguished the two 
kinds of idea of liberty, i.e. positive liberty and negative liberty, which made 
great contribution to further know the idea of liberty. However as a famous 
ideologist in 20th century, the complexity of Berlin’s thought was not only 
embodied by his division of liberty, but also because he developed his unique 
ideas about nation and nationalism which based on his thinking. This article try 
to abstract the Berlin ’s Model of nationalism from the complicated thoughts of 
himself. Affected by the thought of Herder, Berlin defined nationalism from the 
perspective of human being’s identifying the common value of community, 
which is resulted from the human being’s sense of adscription. From the 
perspective of the origin of nationalism, Berlin pointed out the character of the 
origin of nationalism, concluded the conditions for the origin of nationalism: 
first,, Berlin argued the necessary condition for it was the reaction to the 
suffering resulted in the harm to the feeling of collectivity. Another important 
reason was the development of the image, or at least the embryo of nation. 
Berlin sum up four characters of nationalism: First, there is a common objects 
which required that everybody should belong to one nation. Second, the 
existence of common object ; Third the common object is supreme.: aims, faiths, 
policies and lives are our own and the reason why values held by us are valuable 
is that they are our own. Last, the requirement of nation are supreme, whom 
belong to the nation should dedicate himself to the nation’s objection even if 
appeal to violence. 
Berlin is not only a liberalist, at the same time, he is also a man who 
canonized pluralism The Berlin model of nationalism embodied the characters 














kinds of thoughts. In pluralism－nationalism，Berlin point out the contradiction 
between nationalism and globalism through the phenomenon —curved branch. 
There are three forms of the contradiction: first ,the nation meets with the 
globalism; second, the nation takes nationalism movement; third,resists the 
globalism. Berlin discussed the relationgship in liberty , human rights and 
nationalism.    
Berlin confessed the Zionism he held and delivered the idea to the complicate 
issue of acute dispute between Palestine and Israel. Through the construction of 
Fascism by Berlin, we can find out the dangerous derived from the uttermost 
development of nationalism. Berlin reminds us that we should pay attention to 
review and think of the enormous power and effect of nationalism. In the last, I 
point out the immanent conflict between pluralistic nations’ value in Berlin’s 
nationalism, there seem no approach. resolve it . 
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尔德(Jonathan Gottfried von Herder,1744-1803)。赫尔德认为“归属感
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